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Inspire yourself
with top designs
Most of the designs in this brochure
are unique projects. They show the
unlimited possibilities of Corian® in
the kitchen, the bathroom or anywhere
at home.
Please contact your local Corian®
dealer and discover all together how
Corian® can change your way of living
dramatically.
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Functionality is key | Kitchens made
with Corian® are hygienic, durable and
functional, inspiring confidence and
reliability. | Christer Westh

self-expression starts at home
Nothing is more personal than your own home. Above all, you
want your home to be welcoming, but you also want it to say
something about you and your sense of style.
DuPont™ Corian® is your ideal partner to achieve this.
It has developed a solid following over 40 years and a distinct
personality. With its advanced blend of natural minerals,
pigments and polymer it is durable and extremely versatile,
making it an ideal surface to live with.

Corian® brings dreams into reality |
This modular collection of bathroom
furniture not only adapts to any
environment but its eye-catching design
makes a statement in style. | Novello
Max
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Corian makes you rethink furniture |
Thanks to the durability of Corian®, this
range of furniture designed for outdoor
use, will stay looking fabulous enough

What is Corian

®

for indoor use too! | Escho Rose

Form follows function | The flexibility
and strength of DuPontTM Corian®
enables designers to create very
practical furniture that is also pleasing to
the eye. The sensuous lines of this unit
are reminiscent of waves upon the sea. |
Novello Max
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Corian® for haute cuisine
A kitchen is just an empty box until you add your imagination.
That’s surprisingly easy with Corian®. Mould it, sculpt it, run it up
a wall or down the side of a cabinet. Let your creativity run free
with an expansive range of colours.

A creative splash with Corian®
A wide range of DuPont™ Corian® basins available in all colours
can be combined with Corian® sheets to create the bathroom
of your dreams. Not only is the result beautiful but it is also very
practical. The bowls are integrated into the sheets to create a
single, seamless hygienic surface. Your bathroom looks and feels
luxurious and is easy to keep clean.

Furniture adores Corian®
Designers around the world are using Corian®: they mould,
shape, sculpt, cut, join or sandblast it to create inspiring and
comfortable furniture pieces. The organic feeling of Corian®,
coupled with a seamless look, fluid lines and a broad range of
colour possibilities, creates a platform for
boundless creativity.

Low-maintenance living | The warm-to-the
touch feeling of this material immediately
inspires a sense of confidence and reliability,
and makes it ideal for all those realms where
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food is king. | DuPont™ Corian® Silt

Good morning | A kitchen design called
Pamela makes a simple yet dramatic
solution of Corian® in Bisque to form a
one-piece worktop and raised breakfast
bar. | Cucine Lube
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Corian for
Haute Cuisine
®

Wash away worry | Corian®
lends itself to endless bespoke
designs, including sink and
drainer combinations that
flow with carefree, easy-clean
elegance. | Lars Ernst Hole

DuPont™ Corian® warm-to-the-touch feeling
immediately inspires confidence and reliability.
And rightly so. The hygienic, durable and
functional properties of this beautiful and
versatile material make it ideal for preparing
delicious meals in your kitchen.
Manipulating colour, texture and shape is central
to creating an appealing sensory ensemble,
both on the plate and around it. Non-porous,
non-toxic, resistant and repairable: what else is
needed to create a modern, elegant and
practical food area?

We’ve got it covered | The quality of
Corian® opens doors to all kinds of
applications, from worktops, to fascias to
drawers and cabinets. | Robert Timmons
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All the right lines | This 012 kitchen,
designed entirely in Corian®, is a
celebration of linear purity and chic
contemporary living. | MK Cucine
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DuPont™ Corian® gives you the freedom to
design a kitchen that’s uniquely yours. You can
mix Corian® with virtually any other material.
And with so many colours, textures, shapes to
choose from, it’s fun to explore the possibilities.

Open-ended design | This contemporary
composition in Corian® Glacier White offers an
extra dimension to delineate and define the
kitchen area. | Bontempi

A sink of substance | This customised
integrated sink, in Corian® Glacier White,
exudes edgy simplicity. | Doimo
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Bring your sink in-line | Can you see
where the sink starts and the worktop
finishes? This sleek merging from one to
the other has benefits beyond beauty,
it means seam-free easy-cleaning too. |
Magnet Kitchen

Dishy drainage | A routed

DuPontTM Corian® is inherently “renewable”
because it is solid and homogeneous all the way
through. Most damage, including that caused by
severe impacts, heat or chemicals, can usually
be repaired on-site to restore the integrity of the
original, smooth, hygienic surface.

drainage area as part of your
Corian® benchtop and sink
combination offers both
distinctive design possibilities
and practical minimalism. |
Leicht Küchen
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Hot without the bother | Stainless
steel heat rods can be fully integrated
into your Corian® worktop. This clever
design feature works like a heat mat
without the clutter, as well as giving
your kitchen that “unique” look. Heat
rods can also be removed for easy
cleaning. | Private kitchen in Paris

Your favourite place to cook | This smart, compact kitchen

. Here, Cameo White creates
streamlined, durable worktops with integrated sinks, matched by
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The dark warmth of Corian® | A selection of
integrated sinks are available to coordinate
with your worktop. To complete your Corian®
worktop, add custom accents such as
inlays, edge treatments and upstands. |
DuPont™ Corian® Canyon

The ﬁnishing touch | As food is
transformed in the hands of a true
culinary artist, so raw materials such
as Corian® can take exceptional
form through the vision of architects
and designers. | DuPont™ Corian®
Glacierwhite
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Hot without problems |
Magna dertui opus dan
permecui toi fui ablaturam
des tegritendoni opbliactaio
manzani dei per Vei | Quai
de Valmy

DuPont™ Corian® is a team player |
The elegant Tamos kitchen with top in Corian® Glacier
White and sink in a medley of DuPont™ Corian® and
stainless steel shows how well the material partners
with others. | Leicht Kuchen
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Refreshingly fuss-free | The
pristine white and clean crisp lines
of this “Block” basin unit are restful
to the soul. | Planit

Bright & colourful | Corian® is available in a wide
range of colours and finishes which can be adapted
to suit your mood and personality. This Cinquanta2
bathroom features a floral design on the splashback
applied using sublimation technology. | Arlex
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A creative
splash
®
with Corian

Great ideas for small details | The
“Island vanity”, designed by Simone
Micheli for Planit, exploits the
wonderful malleability of Corian® to
bring ambitious shape and compact
practicality into rare balance. |
Planit

Let your bathroom be a reflection of you. With
DuPont™ Corian®, you can create a sanctuary of
wellness that echoes your personality. Surround
yourself with colours and textures you love to
wake up to.
Mould Corian® into soothing shapes. Mix it with
tiles, metal, wood, stone or glass. Have it fitted on
your walls, horizontal surfaces, moulded into bath
surrounds.
Because Corian® is so easy to live with, your
bathroom will reflect both your sensuality and
your good sense.
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Majestic impact | This double washbasin is
simplicity personified: its lines remain pure
throughout and even the drainage is hidden

Make yourself comfortable | High-quality luxury
materials are of the essence here. Enjoy bathtime fuss-free!
| Arlex
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Make the most of your retreat from the day. Use Corian® to
create an oasis of calm that lifts your spirits and comforts your
soul. DuPont™ Corian® is as welcoming to the touch as it is easy
on the eye. You’ll find your bathroom becomes a star attraction.

Seamless beauty | Axia furnishings in
Corian® Glacier White fit seamlessly into
your bathroom with their fluid, rounded
lines and corners. | Axia
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Whether you prefer the tranquility of fresh whites,
or to express yourself with splashes of vibrant
colour, with DuPont™ Corian® you can give free
rein to your design dreams. Luxuriate in smooth,
clean lines or softly undulating curves, add
pattern and panache or keep it pure and simple
... it’s your sanctuary so make it
work for you. The world and its
troubles can wait outside.

A splash of colour to start the day | These cheerful rounded
basins demonstrate that when Corian® meets creativity, it can
set the mood for the rest of the day. | OML Degree
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Merry go round | These bold basins,
available in a variety of delicious
colours, combine Corian® and glass
for a stunning and uplifting effect.
| OML outline
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A touch of drama | Lift your spirits with
this hot pink basin, which is part of a
modular, architecturally shaped collection
of bathroom furniture by Sergio Rochas. |
Inbani Strato

Multi-talented, long-lasting and a pleasure to live with,
DuPont™ Corian® performs in so many ways – and on any
surface. Unlimited design potential means the big picture is
entirely up to you. Go ahead, splash out!
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Think inside the box | The AXIA
AX056 collection in Corian® Glacier
White features geometric shapes that
bring order to both room and mind. |
AXIA AX05

Love your bathroom | Enhance
your oasis with a message from
the heart, engraved into your
Corian® shower tray. | Novello
Love

Compact but comfortable | The Tempo
bathing enclosure, with its Corian®
basin, tray and multifunctional Corian®
column, features technology for colour
therapy, steam, whirlpool jets and even a
connection for your digital music player. |
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Hafro 20 Tempo

Bright comfort | Paola.a is an innovative
and graceful outdoor seating solution. The
bench and integrated lamp shade are both
made of Corian® and make the most of the
material’s malleability and translucency. |
Chorus Design Group

Furniture ado
A warm, inspiring, functional and comfortable
living environment gives daily life that exclusive
touch of ‘home’. DuPont™ Corian® helps you to
achieve exactly the look and feel you want, be it
classic or contemporary.
You name it, Corian® can give it form.

Generative beauty in 3 dimensions |
The first materialization of the “3D” collection
is the “Math” series, including extremely
elegant, surprising and creative threedimensional patterns inspired by
the theories of famous mathematicians
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and from mathematical functions. |
Corian® 3D Collection

ores Corian

®
Neverending ﬂexibility | Luca Nichetto
created this bookshelf with a ribbon of
Corian®, epitomizing the flexibility of this
beautiful material. | Luca Nichetto

Turn your table into art | Take inspiration
from your favourite artist! This Linee Pure
table, for example, is inspired by the work of
Emilio Tadini. It shows clearly the possibility
of using seamless joints in a contrasting
colour. | MYRich Design

Folded light | Medusa, or the jellyfish,
inspired these lamps made of Corian®. With
swooping curves and beautiful sandblasted
patterns on the interior, the organic feel of
these lamps is striking. | Design by Claudia
Carrasco.
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The heat is on | Whether it’s below zero
temperatures or just a chilly morning, with
the astonishing versatility of Corian®, Runtal
Radiators combine the comfort of radiant
warmth with the drama of fine design.
The Runtal Splash was awarded with
the prestigious REDDOT design award. |
Runtal Splash

Thanks to the
, those with a passion
for the fast lane can bring aerodynamic style
into their homes with this streamlined unit. |

More than a table | The Luna console, with
its robust wipe-clean top in Corian Cameo
White, is customized with its own serving
bowl. Throw away the table cloth. You will
want to keep this timeless piece forever. |
Cecotti Collezioni
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You can mould DuPont™ Corian®. Shape it.
Sculpt it. Cut or seam it to any size. Rout it.
Carve it. Sandblast it. You can even backlight it
for dramatic effect. This gives designers freedom
that’s virtually limitless.

Corian by candlelight | Make your candlelit
dinners special with this intricate chandelier
inspired by the Brazilian flora. | Wagner Archella

The choice is sometimes black & white |
The Corian® palette offers 100 creative colours,
but sometimes all you need to make a statement is
striking monochrome. This table in Glacier White and
Nocturne is inspired by Kufic script. | Har Design
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Use & Care

Depend on us to make your life easier.
DuPont™ Corian® is an advanced blend of
natural materials and acrylic polymer.
By nature, that makes Corian® easy to clean,
easy to care for and easy to live with.
Of course, Corian® isn’t self-cleaning. Few things are. But only
minimal care is required to maintain its good looks. And if
accidents happen, it’s a comfort to know that Corian® is nonporous, stain-resistant, durable and renewable.
For detailed instructions, please ask your Corian® specialist
for guidelines on using and caring for your Corian®.

Quality Network and Warranty
Corian® is backed by a 10-Year Limited Product
Warranty from DuPont when fabrication and
installation are performed by a member of
the Corian® Quality Network of fabricators.
For further information on the warranty, please
contact the local representative of Corian®.
Our team of authorised fabricators and installers are trained
in the latest techniques for working with Corian®. And
they’re committed to deliver the highest levels of quality and
customer ser vice at the lowest
possible installed cost.

Take a seat | Driven by
functionality, the “Verve” chair
is shaped to give maximum
ergonomic support, providing a
smooth transition between the
user and the object. This chair
illustrates clearly the unique
design versatility, the formability
and the visual lightness of
DuPont™ Corian®. | John
Sebastian “Verve”
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Give your Corian® a distinct edge. These are just a few of the
edge treatments available for your application. Or create your
own! Feel free to inlay contrasting colours of Corian® or even
other materials.

Square edge

Pencil Round

Full Bullnose

Double Round

Double Chamfer (Bevel) with
Fascia Inlay (6mm, 12mm)

Chamfer (Bevel) with Surface
Inlay (6mm, 12mm, 25mm)

Non Drip Edge
(Waterfall Lip)

Receeding

Full Bullnose with Fascia
Inlay (6mm, 12mm)

Single Ovolo

Single Imperial

Single Spanish

Other edges proﬁles such as Deep edges are available upon request.

Upstand
Enjoy a splash of colour. A matching upstand is the perfect way
to dress up a Corian® top. Square upstands provide a simple,
crisp look. Coved upstands create a sleek, seamless look that’s
a breeze to keep clean.

Square

Coved
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Edge treatments

Edge treatments
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The installations, products and designs made with/in DuPont™ Corian® which are shown in the images included in this
brochure are either products/creations of DuPont or are products/creations of other companies, architects, designers,
individuals or organizations. All these products/creations are shown with the goal of communicating to the readers of this
brochure the design and fabrication versatility and the wide application possibilities of DuPont™ Corian®.
DuPont is not accepting any responsibility concerning the commercial availability, the properties and the perfomance of
products/creations done by other companies, architects, designers, individuals or organizations.
Individuals or organizations interested in knowing more about the products/creations of DuPont should contact DuPont;
individuals or organizations interested in knowing more about the products/creations of other companies, architects,
designers, individuals or organizations should contact these other parties (see list of photo-credits above).
All the products/creations of other companies architects, designers, individuals or organizations which are shown in this
brochure are intellectual property of the respective owners. Nothing in this brochure can be considered a direct or undirect
invitation or suggestion to violate the intellectual property, the copyright or the patents owned by other companies,
architects, designers, individuals or organizations.

0800/962 116 (UK), 1800/553 252 (IRL),
0800/91 72 72 (F), 0800/1810018 (D),
0800/554614 (CH), 800/876750 (I),
0800/29 5833 (A), 0800/96 666 (B),
800/23079 (L), 901/120 089 (E),
0800/022 35 00 (NL), ++351 227 536 900 (Portugal),
++30 22950 44020 (Greece), ++48 22 320 0900 (Poland)
++46 31 57 68 00 (Nordic Countries),
++7 495 797 22 00 (Russia),
++380 50 310 79 19 (Ukraine & Kazakhstan),
++40 31 62 04 111 (Romania, Bulgaria & Serbia),
++420 257 414 213 (Czech republic, Slovakia & Hungary),
++420 257 414 213 (Central & Eastern Europe),
++381 63 265 935 (Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina)
++971 4 321 1530 (Pakistan, Middle East, Africa, Malta & Cyprus),
++90 212 340 0400 (Turkey, Israel & Central Asia*)
* = Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan
Web Shop hotline: +800 6583-6000
or e-mail: service@surfaces-shop.com
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The DuPont Oval, DuPont™, The miracles of science™ and Corian® are registered trademarks or trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and
Company or its afﬁliates. Only DuPont produces Corian®. Copyright © 2010 DuPont. All rights reserved. DPS-1330-10 - 05/2010

DuPont™ Corian® is backed by a 10 year limited product warranty. The product warranty refers exclusively to the DuPont
offering of sheets, which have been fabricated and/or have been installed respecting the DuPont guidelines, standard sinks
and bowls as listed in the official DuPont pricelist, and which are maintained according to the instructions included in the
“DuPont™ Corian®: Use & Care” document. This leaflet includes also images of applications of DuPont™ Corian® done by
other companies; such images are used in this leaflet to represent the wide design and application potential of DuPont™
Corian® itself. The usage of such images cannot be intended as a implicit or explicit suggestion that all the creations and
installations shown in the images are covered by the DuPont 10 year limited product warranty.

